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The CS education community has many good ideas about how to improve our teaching, but an 
often overlooked piece is getting these innovations adopted by other instructors.  Research has 
shown that pedagogical, curricular, and education technology changes are not readily adopted 
by instructors without deliberate planning and effort on the part of developers [11]. We believe 
that our community must embark on a sustained effort to learn more about evidence-based 
strategies for propagating educational innovations and to use them in our own projects. To 
support this goal, we have written a report summarizing current research on propagation [12], 
much of it from other STEM fields.  We also hope to more fully capture the knowledge within the 
CS education community with a series of interviews of prominent propagators, i.e. people in the 
community who have successfully encouraged faculty to adopt an Innovation that they created 
or one they themselves adopted. 
In our first interview, we talked with Leo Porter, Associate Teaching Professor in the department 
of Computer Science and Engineering at UC San Diego.  Leo is best known for his work as an 
earlier adopter, researcher and propagator of Peer Instruction [2, 4, 5, 8, 14], and other work on 
best practices in CS education [6, 7,10,12,13].   Along with Beth Simon, Mark Guzdial, and 
Cynthia Lee, Leo developed the New Computer Science Faculty Teaching Workshop, aimed 
primarily at research-focused faculty in their first three years of teaching. Participants in this 
workshop make explicit their teaching philosophies and explore how to incorporate active 
learning strategies into their teaching. 
We asked Leo about the success of these workshops and his work to encourage broader use of 
Peer Instruction (PI). Below are highlights of the interview, which ran approximately an hour.  
After the interview, we communicated with Leo to seek clarification or to allow him to elaborate 
on certain items.   

Q: What motivates you to work on adoption/propagation? 

LP: I think so many of our efforts fail to gain widespread adoption in computing because they 
simply fail to take into account the challenges of gaining adoption.  As a community, I would say 
that we don’t benefit much from more one-off studies.1  Instead, we want our research to 
actually change the field, and to do that, we need studies with replication and significant 
outreach to gain adoption.  This means more work for researchers in our field, as there’s a great 
deal of work involved in prioritizing adoptability of the approach and planning for outreach. This 
includes planning replication studies and, in terms of adoption, factoring in potential adopters’ 
needs, constraints, barriers to potential adoption, and motivations for adopting. 

                                                
1 Leo defined these as studies that are never replicated and without necessary follow-on work. 
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Q: How did you get started doing propagation work? 

LP: We were doing propagation from the very moment we had evidence that Peer Instruction 
appeared to be successful in CS. We were running outreach efforts in the form of one-to-one 
mentoring and hosting workshops.  Admittedly, I suspect some of my early efforts may not have 
been as successful as they could have been because I didn’t know the literature on faculty 
adoption. 

I was naïve enough to think we could just publish our findings and automatically gain adopters.  
Because of my background in computer architecture, I assumed research and adoption worked 
similarly across fields.  If you are in architecture and you have the first idea that a cache 
optimization is way better than what’s been done before, you publish that first idea and maybe a 
few follow-on studies.  But if it’s a substantial improvement, other researchers will likely pick up 
the work to do follow-on studies and industry will be compelled to adopt it to be competitive and 
improve their products.  I’d note that once it’s been adopted by industry, the bar moves forward 
as this new improved version of the cache is now the baseline from which folks need to 
improve.  But computing education is different than computer architecture and other areas of 
research.  For education, if all we do is publish a study or two about an innovation without 
thinking about the adopters and fail to do any outreach, there’s a very low chance our work will 
get adopted by teachers and as a result, the bar never changes. We run the risk of never 
moving the field forward. 

Q: What made you decide to start doing the New Faculty Workshop? 

LP: I was invited to one of Charles Henderson’s workshops fairly early on when he was 
developing a guide to use when writing NSF proposals [1]. So I got an early look at the 
philosophy of that guide, which is that education innovators need to view adopters as users, just 
as we would users of a computer system or program.  For example, if the user has to make a 
big change to their teaching, we have to provide a similarly large amount of support for them 
and provide them a big impetus for change. I think I failed to properly focus on the adopters in 
my earlier workshops on Peer Instruction.  

After those early Peer Instruction workshops, we’d see some folks adopt Peer Instruction, but 
we’d also see many not make the shift and it wasn’t really clear why some would make the 
change and others wouldn’t.  It was at that point we recognized the need to be making a bigger, 
concerted effort---both in coordinating the workshops to be adopter-centric but also by bringing 
together multiple best practices.  As a key feature of these workshops, we realized we needed 
cohorts to support one another.  And we learned a lot from the physics new faculty workshop 
and decided this model should exist for CS.  It was when we started working on our NSF 
proposal that we realized these workshops for new faculty already existed for nearly every 
STEM field except computer science. 

Q: What’s been the hardest part so far? 

LP: The lack of feedback we receive years after the workshop and, separately, the problem of 
trying to build community. We’re not alone in these problems as we’ve talked with our external 
evaluation team at Western Michigan, led by Charles Henderson and Andrea Beach, and 
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learned that they struggled with similar issues with the physics workshop.  For example, with our 
workshops, we’d build a system to help encourage communication with participants after the 
workshop ended. And then we’d only get little participation. The first couple of years we seeded 
the system with questions; every week we’d do a post to try and get people to participate, but 
there was radio silence almost every time. Initially that was pretty upsetting for us, because this 
seemed to have no impact whatsoever. But we later realized that faculty are really busy people 
and just because they weren’t replying, it didn’t mean the workshop or messages weren’t having 
an impact.  In fact, we still run into prior participants at times and often learn they’ve adopted 
better teaching practices they learned about in our workshops. 

Q: Are there other challenges to people adopting an innovation that you’ve encountered? 

LP: For Peer Instruction, I’ve seen folks adopt the pedagogy piecemeal or in some cases, 
intentionally or unintentionally, the practice mutates.  For example, I might mentor one person 
and their approach to PI will be almost like mine. Then they mentor someone else and within a 
few iterations, somebody would have dropped discussion and they’d have started grading on 
correctness instead of participation. It’s almost like the telephone game in how the practice 
would get distorted. What was frustrating was that folks would use that distorted version, it 
wouldn’t work well, and then they’d seem to decide that the innovation doesn’t work without 
reflecting on how faithful their adoption was. 

In fact, the number one change I hear from folks who adopted Peer Instruction without direct 
mentoring is that they elected to drop group discussion because “why should students hear from 
each other when they can hear from the expert?”  Obviously, this is concerning for us as the 
adopter decided that the peer instruction part of Peer Instruction wasn’t important!  We’ve added 
materials to the Peer Instruction for CS website [3] to help give advice to new adopters, but it’s 
unclear if that guidance gets to folks when they need it. 

Q: What do you do to get buy-in from participants at the New Computer Science Faculty 
Teaching Workshop? 

LP: The keynote at the Workshop is always led by someone who's well respected in the 
research community and the keynotes have almost always been a conversation with 
participants. Ed Lazowska's conversation asked what they want out of teaching, “Why are you 
in academia? What do you think your teaching could do for society?” Charles Isbell presented 
teaching as a moral imperative and that what we do has a profound impact on people's lives so 
we need to be doing this well. This framing has been successful, in my opinion, at helping focus 
everyone on their teaching mission for the remainder of the workshop. 

The next thing we do is an icebreaker session about different teaching perspectives. We have 
the participants take a teaching perspective inventory [9] before they arrive, and we group 
people by their perspectives. And then we discuss these perspectives as the context in which 
every other conversation happens. I think this session is instrumental because most of the 
arguments I hear about teaching are when someone takes one perspective, say a 
transmissionist perspective, and the person they are arguing with has another perspective, say 
a developmental perspective.  Once you recognize the issue is the goals or perspective, it’s 
easier to point out this broader issue and make the discussion more productive. 
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Q: Some departments send most or all of their new faculty to the workshop.  How did you 
achieve this level of buy-in? 

LP: I think much of it is support from chairs. Very early on we reached out through the CRA to 
the chairs of departments and asked what they wanted out of the workshop. The general 
consensus was for more effective, more efficient teaching. Faculty have limited time and can’t 
spend too much time teaching. That gave us a mission for the workshop. Our messaging for the 
new faculty workshop is hence that it helps faculty enjoy teaching more, teach more effectively, 
and teach more efficiently.  

The second piece is word-of-mouth.  We’ve had groups attend in the past couple years who 
heard great things from prior attendees.  We hope we continue to get participants from personal 
recommendations. 

Q: Are there things that prevent buy-in? 

LP: One is that many institutions still struggle with how to evaluate teaching well.  It seems most 
institutions are using student evaluations and people with good evaluations feel they can't try 
anything new. They believe that if they try something new and it flops, their department's going 
to hold that against them. The problem is, it could “flop” because the students didn't like it as 
much but failure rates are halved and the students learn 5% more than they would have 
otherwise. That's not a “flop” by most folks’ standards, but could be if all we use as a metric is 
student evaluations. 

Q: For you, what does successful propagation look like? 

LP: I feel like one of the big moments for me was when I saw a group of PI adopters, folks we’d 
mentored or had at prior workshops, were running a Peer Instruction workshop at the SIGCSE 
symposium. I know those folks, and others, are running workshops regionally and at their home 
institutions as well.  There was this great realization that they were now ambassadors for PI and 
were passing along all that they knew about PI to a new group of faculty.  If it had stayed just 
the original four of us—Beth Simon, Dan Zingaro, Cynthia Lee, and me—PI wouldn’t have been 
able to spread as successfully.   

I’ve also been in talks this past year where folks describe their courses and they mention in 
passing that they use Peer Instruction and move on.  It means a lot to me as I suspect their 
students are learning more and the faculty member is likely enjoying teaching more.  It’s also a 
sign that we’re moving our teaching baseline forward. 

Q: What advice would you give to someone interested in propagating their cool idea? 

LP: I’d like to tell them two things. The first is that adopters should be in their mind when they 
first start a new project.  Before diving in and spending months on a new course, new 
curriculum, or new tool, they should spend some time with their target audience and see what 
they want.  Determine what their needs are and what barriers there would be for them to adopt 
your new idea.  Only after bringing their views into your work should you proceed.  But don’t 
forget to include those folks in discussions at various points.  It’s worthwhile bluntly asking if 
some of those folks you talk with would be willing to adopt your new idea.  You’ll get first 
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adopters from the folks who say yes and you’ll get critically needed feedback about barriers to 
adoption from the folks who say no. 

The second is that innovators need to see their first paper (or couple papers) as a starting point.  
Those first paper presentations should be aimed at their prospective adopters and they can use 
that presentation to get more feedback from the community. After that publication and 
presentation, there’s a lot of work to do to gain adopters and they should be prepared to do that 
work. 
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